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RELAYS



RELAYS
A relay is a switch that 
can be controlled 
electronically.

Relays are larger and 
slower than transistors, 
but better suited for 
switching very high 
voltage and / or current 
levels.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC 
In an electromagnetic relay, 
electric current is passed through 
a coil generating a magnetic 
field.

When the magnetic field is 
applied, an armature moves to 
open or close a circuit.

When the magnetic field is 
removed, the armature returns to 
it’s original position, usually with 
the help of a spring. PHOTO BY TUDOR BARKER



SOLID-STATE RELAYS
A solid-state Relay (SSR) 
uses a semiconductor 
material called an 
optocoupler, an LED and 
phototransistor, instead of 
an electromagnet to control 
switching.

Because an SSR contains 
no moving parts they are 
known to have higher 
reliability over repeated use. PHOTO FROM WIKIPEDIA



SOLID STATE RELAY 

opto-isolated-
using an led and 
phototransistor to 
switch high voltage

PHOTO LEARNING ABOUT ELECTRONICS



LATCHING RELAYS
A latching relay is 
designed such that it 
will retain its switch 
position indefinitely, 
even without the 
presence of electricity.

PHOTO BY PETER HARDY



RELAY PINOUT
Relays may have 4 or 
more pins, and the 
pinout may vary.

Always review the 
datasheet for the 
correct pinout.

PHOTO BY ESCOL



BRUSHLESS 
STEPPER MOTORS



BRUSHLESS STEPPER 
Brushless stepper motors are 
a type of motor that operates 
through the coordinated 
control of internal fixed 
electromagnet coils (phases 
or windings) that cause the 
motor to turn by an 
incremental step. BY 
counting steps accurate 
positioning can be achieved.

Steppers are known for their 
reliability and precision, but 
do not have the same 
continuous rotation quality of 
a brushed motor.

PHOTO BY MAKERBOT



STEPPER MOTOR 
Stepper motors are 
controlled by activating 
coils in sequence to pull 
and push the magnetic 
rotor. 

Through micro stepping 
very precise 
movements can be 
achieved. PHOTO ROBOT-AND-MACHINE-DESIGN



PHOTO CAPTION



STEPPER TYPES 

• Bipolar- operate only 
positive voltage (4 leads, 
0 to +5 volts)

• Unipolar- operate 
positive and negative 
voltage.(6-8 leads, -2.5 
to +2.5 volts) 

PHOTO BY DCUARTIELLES



BIPOLAR STEPPERS
The majority of Bipolar 
steppers have 4 wires 
and a single 
independent coil per 
phase.

PHOTO BY 42 BOTS



UNIPOLAR STEPPERS
Unipolar steppers have 
between 5 and 8 wires, 
and 4 coils, of which 
two sets are usually 
connected to one 
another through a 
center connection and 
attached to the supply 
voltage.

PHOTO BY WIKIPEDIA



STEPPER DRIVER 
Because Stepper motors 
require exact sequences 
of pulses they require a 
driver circuit to control.

The creation of these 
circuits can be simplified 
by using an integrated 
circuit (IC).

The type of IC needed 
depends on the type of 
stepper.

PHOTO BY WIKIPEDIA



DUAL H-BRIDGE
Bipolar steppers can be 
controlled by reversing 
the polarity of the coils, 
which can be achieved 
by using a dual h-
bridge.

Dual h-bridges are also 
commonly packaged 
into a convenient IC, for 
example the L298 or 
SN754410
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STEPPER LIBRARY
Arduino comes with the Stepper Library installed. 
If you have the H-bridge circuit correct the library 
will make controlling a stepper much easier and 
can also allow for control with other sensors like 
potentiometers.



Body text
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GEARS



MESHING GEARS

Circular Pitch (p) = pi / P: 
The length of the arc 
between the center of one 
tooth and the center of a 
tooth next to it.

Pressure Angle: must be 
the same for each 
meshing gear

PHOTO FROM MAKING THINGS MOVE

When making gears these 
two factors must be the 
same for  each gear.



GEARS

PHOTO FROM GEAR GENERATOR 

Gear ratio is determined 
by number of teeth of 
each gear.

In this example we have 
a 18 tooth and 9 tooth 
gear. If the 9 tooth is the 
driven gear it is a 2:1 
gear reduction meaning 
the big gear turns once 
overtime small gear turns 
twice.



2D MAKING GEARS
geargenerator.com will 
help generate 2d files 
for laser cutting or 
milling gears.

PHOTO FROM GEARGENERATOR.COM

http://geargenerator.com
http://cnosn.com


3D MAKING GEARS
Tinkercad shape 
generators can make 
gears for 3d printing.

FYI Gears make using 
our laser cutter will 
generally be more 
accurate than 3d 
printed gears

PHOTO FROM TINKERCAD

http://cnosn.com


OTHER GEAR TYPES

http://makezine.com/2015/07/15/see-artist-make-working-wire-
gears/

http://makezine.com/2015/07/15/see-artist-make-working-wire-gears/


MECHANISMS

http://www.mekanizmalar.com/scotch_yoke.html

mechanisms change speed or direction of movement

http://www.mekanizmalar.com/scotch_yoke.html


THE MAGIC OF THE H-
BRIDGE



HOW H-BRIDGE WORKS

PHOTO EESLACKEXCHANGE



An H-bridge can either 
control 2 dc motors or 1 
stepper motor

PHOTO HOBBYTRONICS



REMEMBER 
Reversing the flow of 
electricity will reverse 
the direction a DC 
motor is spinning. 
Basically switching + 
and - on a motor will 
change the direction it 
is moving.

That is what the H-
bridge lets us do.

PHOTO BY WIKIPEDIA



IN CLASS: USING H-
BRIDGE TO CONTROL 

A DC MOTOR



H-BRIDGE

Notice we are using only one 
half of the H-bridge chip. 
Using the blink demo code  Turn 
pins 7 and 8 on and off to 
change direction of motor.

void loop() {
  digitalWrite(led, HIGH);  
  digitalWrite(led2, LOW);
  delay(5000);              
  digitalWrite(led, LOW);   
  digitalWrite(led2,HIGH);
  delay(5000); 

Try to add a button or  potentiometer to 
the arduino.
 



OTHER RESOURCES
Bipolar vs Unipolar:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxxnPJBxG3M

Opening up an Bipolar motor:
https://youtu.be/bkqoKWP4Oy4?t=44s

Understanding wires inside an Unipolar motor:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lduqo4fmXYo




